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ABSTRACT
In this article, we bring attention to absences and deficit assump-
tions that continue to circulate in relation to environmental edu-
cation for young Black children in North America. We focus our
attention on tracing some of the ways in which racial innocence
works to exclude and limit possibilities for young Black children’s
learning. Our analysis includes making visible connections
between racialized discourses of childhood innocence, antiblack-
ness in schooling, ongoing settler colonialism, and dominant
forms of environmental education for young children. In seeking
otherwise possibilities for Black childhoods in environmental edu-
cation contexts, we turn to Black speculative fiction as a creative
and generative mode of imagining fugitive educational spaces for
young Black children.
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Introduction

The pervasive whiteness and coloniality underpinning dominant understandings of nature,
wilderness and environmental education is well established (Agyeman 2003; Finney 2014;
McLean 2013; Tuck, McKenzie, and McCoy 2014). It is hardly surprising then, that con-
structions of Black childhood in environmental education for young children are largely
marked by deficit discourses. These discourses include antiblack and colonial worldings that
exclude Black childhoods from the assumed natural couplings of ‘pure and innocent children’
with ‘pure, romantic nature’ (Nxumalo 2018; Nxumalo and Cedillo 2017; Taylor 2017). The
purpose of this paper is to bring disruptive attention to these discourses and contribute to
much needed critical scholarship that focuses on Black childhoods in environmental early
childhood education in North America.

In this conceptual paper, our modes of inquiry begin with a consideration of reasons for
and examples of the antiblack exclusions and oppressions enacted by dominant practices of
environmental education for young children. In particular, we consider salvation and
deficit discourses alongside the prevailing economic privilege and whiteness of nature-
based early childhood programs.We situate these discourses within the ongoing antiblack-
ness of early schooling experiences in the afterlife of school segregation (Ross forthcoming).
We also situate normative framings of early childhood environmental education within
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settler colonialism. We pay particular attention to the exclusions of Black children from
racialized constructions of innocence in dominant child-nature couplings. We do this to
make visible the ways in which racial innocence, the ongoing afterlife of segregation in
schooling, and settler colonialism come together to influence environmental education
experiences for young Black children in North American contexts of early schooling.

As a mode of resistance to these colonial and racializing formations, we engage with the
potentials of (re)configuring Black childhood futurities through the envisioning of Black
space. In re-imagining Black space in environmental education, we experiment with Black
speculative fiction as figurative and imaginative emancipatory movements (Benjamin 2016;
Butler 1995, 1998). We purposefully enact speculative storytelling methods that interrupt the
assumed dislocation of Black childhoods and relational knowledges from nature spaces. This
speculative orientation is an articulation of our desires for Black childhood futurities outside
of current carceral formations of schooling. At the same time, we also want to consider the
ways in which these futurities might be situated, not in an idealized planetary future, but
rather, one that takes seriously the everyday challenges and potentialities of relational
livability amidst the ruins of a damaged anti-black planet (Tsing et al. 2017; Vergès 2017).

Black childhoods and racial innocence

There is now extensive scholarship that makes visible and interrogates the racialized
assumptions of childhood innocence. This work has traced the multifarious historical
and contemporary emergences of the whiteness of childhood innocence alongside
performative, discursive, material and embodied exclusions of Black childhoods from
the purview of innocence (Burman 2017; Bernstein 2011; Cecire 2015; Farley and
Garlen 2016). For example, Bernstein (2011) has shown how the figure of the Black
child has been performatively and materially put to work, for instance through toys,
theatrical artifacts, and visual texts, in service of naturalizing, justifying and reinforcing
antiblackness by locating innocence as the purview of white childhood. She traces the
entanglements between childhood innocence and US racial formation over a lengthy
history from slavery to the Civil rights movement, and the school-to-prison pipeline
(Bernstein 2011). Thinking through the complexities of racial innocence and Black
childhoods, Berstein’s (2011) work powerfully illustrates how throughout American
history, the ascription of childhood innocence as raced white, ‘secured the unmarked
status of whiteness and the power derived from that status’ (8).

Another example, that is more directly related to our interrogation of environmental early
childhood education, is Natalia Cecire’s (2015) critical analysis of the movie Beasts of the
Southern Wild. Cecire incisively illustrates how ‘racial innocence is already implicitly envir-
onmental’ (2015, 169). She unpacks the implicit racialization of environmental innocence in
the film through the figuration of a Black child as simultaneously spectularizing environ-
mental violence yet not allocated the childhood innocence that is a common trope of
environmental representation. In this movie the Black child, Hushpuppy, who is frequently
adultified in themovie, is figured as assuming responsibility for an environmental catastrophe
that is not of her doing – in resonance with ‘the construction of the black child as impervious
to harm, and therefore excluded from innocence’s claims to protection’ (2015, 168). While
not explicitly focused on racial childhood innocence and the environment, Carolyn Finney’s
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(2014) groundbreaking work has also powerfully traced the connections between the racia-
lization of the environment and histories of racial violence in the United States.

We begin with these illustrative studies to highlight the immense disconnect between
powerful critiques of raced childhood natures and the pervasive whiteness of environ-
mental early childhood education and its popular representations (Nxumalo and Cedillo
2017; Nxumalo 2016, 2017, 2018). We want to underline that there has already been
significant engagement with issues of antiblackness and settler colonialism in environ-
mental education research (see Bang et al. 2014; Maina-Okori, Koushik, and Wilson 2017;
Paperson 2014 for some recent examples). Rather, what we want to underline here is that
there remain absences and silences on these issues in environmental education for young
children. In particular, nature-based education for young children remains rooted in
anthropocentric discourses of racial childhood innocence and pure nature that can be
traced back to the modernist Romantic era, and to European philosophers of childhood
(Taylor 2013). More recently, propelled by compelling discourses such as ‘nature deficit
disorder’ and accompanyingmovements such as ‘Leave NoChild Inside’ (Louv 2008), there
has been a proliferation of outdoor-based early childhood programs in North America.
While efforts to get children outside are not intrinsically problematic, the underlying
classed, racial and colonial assumptions of ‘childhood’ and ‘nature’, as well as what are
considered ‘normal’ experiences with nature, require further interrogation (Nxumalo
2015). A glimpse into the normalized whiteness of child-nature relations can be seen in
the results of a Google images search of the term ‘children and nature,’ which reveals
a plethora of predominantly white cherubic children pictured in pristine nature environ-
ments. From early twentieth century North American school gardens through to the
current extremely popular forest kindergartens and outdoor preschools, nature education
for young children has been overwhelmingly framed by images of the individual innocent
white child that learns through direct experiences with nature (Frost 2009; Taylor 2017).
What counts as nature is also largely framed by colonial visions of ‘pure wild nature’
awaiting children’s learning rather than considering the ways in which children’s lives are
always already entangled and co-constituted with their immediate more-than-human
worlds (Taylor 2017). There also remains a need for early childhood environmental
education to take seriously and respond to the actual, messy, imperfect, mundane and
often anthropogenic nature-cultures that are always already present in urban spaces
(Pacini-Ketchabaw and Nxumalo 2015).

Within early childhood environmental education spaces then, antiblackness can be seen to
be functioning in at least two key ways that on the surface might appear benign but that we
argue are deeply problematic. The first is the exclusion of the majority of Black children from
privileged environmental education spaces. This is seen in the overwhelming white participa-
tion in outdoor preschools and kindergartens (Taylor 2013). This is also seen in discursive
constructions of nature as a source of ‘fixing’ certain children, as we discuss further below.
The second is the refusal of Black childhood through racial innocence – innocence as the
exclusive possession of white childhood (Bernstein 2011, 2017; Dumas and Nelson 2016).

Here we want to underline that racial innocence is not merely a discursive formation, it
has material effects on the schooling experiences of young Black children. The construction
of Black childhoods as out-of-place in or out-of-touch with natural spaces, without atten-
tion to structural inequality, helps enable nature education to be positioned as a form of
rescue, such as in improving the developmental trajectories for so-called ‘at-risk’ Black
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children (Cairns 2017). It is not surprising then that while for privileged white children,
nature is positioned as a space for play and scientific discovery, for many Black and other
children from historically marginalized communities, play, including playful encounters
with nature, is not considered a necessary part of early childhood education and these
children are often subjected to extreme restriction of movement and opportunities for play
(Keys Adair, Sanchez-Suzuki Colegrove, and McManus 2017; Souto-Manning 2017).

Where outdoor encounters with nature are present as a part of early schooling for
Black children, they are often positioned in terms of their individual developmental and
academic outcomes. For example, urban school gardens are commonly positioned as
ways to offer certain children respite from ‘rough’ neighborhoods, to help them to
develop ‘normal’ relations with nature, and to learn about healthy foods, for children
always already viewed as lacking (Cairns 2017). School gardens in urban environments
have also been positioned as improving test scores and science processing skills for
Black children (Blair 2009; Ray, Fisher, and Fisher-Maltese 2016). This is not to imply
that urban school gardens are inherently ‘bad’; particularly when they are connected to
participatory communities of practice and critically attuned engagements with local
places and spaces (Derr, Chawla, and Pevec 2017; Stevenson et al. 2017). For instance,
community-involved school gardens can be important parts of environmental justice
efforts (see Harlem Grown, nd. for one example). However, we question the positioning
of gardens as a tool for individual child development and improved educational out-
comes. Firstly, the neoliberal position of individual responsibility for healthy eating
without in depth attention to systemic inequality is often normalized (Cairns 2017). In
addition, instrumentalization of school gardens leaves little room for unsettling hier-
archical perspectives between humans and nature since nature is valued primarily for
what it can do for certain children. There is also a risk of limiting what counts as nature
in urban environments, reinscribing colonial nature/culture divides, and ignoring the
multitudes of life forms that are always present in urban environments outside of the
boundaries of the school garden. An underlying hierarchical view of Black and other
economically marginalized urban children versus other children with presumably
‘normal’ relations to nature also remains unproblematized. In addition, without careful
attention to their emergence within systemic urban neglect, school gardens are implied
to be benign tools of development, multicultural inclusion and science pedagogy,
leaving unexamined their long pastpresent histories as active participants in the social
constructions of particular childhoods. Examples of these constructions include the
prevailing figure of the innocent white settler child that has a special relationship with
nature; school gardens as a site of for placing certain children on the ‘right’ path
towards normative adult citizenship; and histories of the enrollment of school gardens
in nation building discourses (Nxumalo 2016; Taylor 2013).

The extension of racial innocence to educational spaces is resonant with an under-
standing of Black schooling as situated within what Ross (forthcoming) refers to as the
afterlife of school segregation, where Black students remain systematically dehumanized
and positioned as uneducable. Drawing from Hartman’s (2007) concept of the afterlife of
slavery and its ongoing subjugations, the afterlife of school segregation as a framework,
centers the ways in which despite the end of legal segregation of schooling, education for
Black children remains marked by the impossibility of Black childhoods and manifests in
the form of dehumanization, surveillance, deficit perspectives, punitive discipline andmore
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(Dumas and Ross 2016). The afterlife of school segregation signals both the more explicit
instances of anti-Black violence in schools such as a white male police officer viciously
slamming a Black girl student’s head into concrete and dragging her across her South
Carolina classroom (Fausset and Southall 2015), or the alarmingly disproportionate rates of
out of school suspensions for Black pre-school aged children (Losen et al. 2015; US Dept. of
Education Office of Civil Rights 2014), and also, the myriad disturbingly mundane ways
that Black students suffer in schools, such as the erasures and deficit constructions we are
describing here in relation to environmental education.

It is also important that we avoid glossing over theways inwhich the outdoors is a complex
presence in Black life in North America. Histories of Black relations to land continue to haunt
the present inmultiple and complexways, particularlywith regard to slave plantation histories
and themaking of Blackness as property (Finney 2014; King 2016). Relegating Black people to
a literal and figurative outdoors was intrinsic to ‘ongoing dispossession, rendered as the
promiscuous interplay between harvested flesh and land’ (Cervenak and Carter 2017, 46).
This is to say that relationships between Black people and the outdoors evoke spaces haunted
by pastpresent histories of racial violence, exclusion, and alienation in slavery and its afterlife
(Hartman 2016). FredMoten, speaks of this haunting in recallingmemories of a trail where he
liked to spend time with his children: ‘I could always just hear somebody running. . .in the
woods I was closest to the runaway’ (Moten 2016, np). Alongside these pastpresent violences,
the outdoors are also spaces of Black escape, refuge, knowledge and connectedness with land;
an important acknowledgement of ‘the ongoing capacity for the making and remaking of
Black life in themidst of plantation violence’ (King 2016, 2). These contradictions can be seen
as extending to the complexity of contemporary Black land relationships which include, but
are not limited to ambivalence, connectedness, disruption, and knowledges (Tuck et al. 2013).

Settler colonial and antiblack entanglements

There is now significant evidence that the planet earth is in an era of unprecendented human-
caused environmental damage, also known as the Anthropocene (Steffen, Crutzen, and
McNeill 2007). There have also been several critiques of the term Anthropocene and its
mobilizations, particularly in relation to the reinforcement of universalist discourses that
ignore the originary and ongoing injustices of the Anthropocene (Mitchell and Todd 2016;
Tsing 2015; Yusoff 2017). Yusoff (2018), powerfully describes this is as the pervasive “omis-
sion of the historical geosocial processes that have brought us to this threshold: that is, what
properly constitutes Anthropocene politics – capitalism, inequality, racism, colonialism and
uneven energy geographies (2018, 259). Similarly, the term ‘racial Capitalocene’ is an
important resistance to the universalist occlusions of the Anthropocene in foregrounding
a pastpresent ‘history of the environment that includes slavery, colonialism, imperialism and
racial capitalism’ (Vergès 2017, 73). There are all too many examples of the brutality of Black
and Indigenous life in the racial Capitalocene such as seen in the effects of racial capitalism
and environmental racism in ongoing injustices of water poisoning in Flint, Michigan1

(Pulido 2016). Another example is the injustice at Standing Rock and recent oil spills on
Indigenous Dakota and Lakota people’s land – an ongoing manifestation of settler colonial-
ism and its insidious processes of dispossession of Indigenous peoples (Tuck and
Gaztambide-Fernández 2013; Whyte 20172). As these examples illustrate, ‘settler
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atmospherics are the normative and necessary violences found in settlement – accruing,
adapting, and constricting indigenous and black life in the U.S. settler state’ (Simmons 2017,
n.p).

Clearly then, responses to current times of ecological precarity, including educational
responses, need to attend to both the settler colonial and anti-Black impacts of ecological
precarity (Davis and Todd 2017; Maina-Okori, Koushik, and Wilson 2017). There is
a significant body of scholarship that has engaged issues of environmental justice with
students within and outside of formal schooling spaces with a multitude of focus areas
including Indigenous land education (Bang et al. 2014); mobilizing community action
(Aguilar 2018); and combining multimedia education with environmental justice educa-
tion (Corwin 2016; McKenzie et al. 2017), amongst other engagements with inequality in
environmental precarity. In this article, we are interested in interrogating the disconnect
that persists in dominant forms of environmental early childhood education and current
unevenly distributed environmental challenges. These forms of early childhood environ-
mental education are marked by both antiblackness and settler colonialism, where so-called
‘pure nature’ awaits certain ‘raced-innocent’ settler children’s learning and discoveries – re-
enacting colonialism’s terra nullius through settler love for the ‘empty uninhabited wild-
erness’ that erases both Black and Indigenous relations to land. In other words, settler
colonialism and antiblackness are perpetuated through persistent idealized, romanticized
and anthropocentric couplings between privileged white settler children and nature
(Nxumalo 2015, 2016; Pacini-Ketchabaw and Taylor 2015). Absent in these encounters,
are the ways in which connectedness to land in settler colonial contexts always takes place
within the entangled cartographies of Black and Indigenous land dispossession (Tuck and
Guess 2017; King 2013, 2016).

In summary, thus far we have brought attention to the ways in which dominant
formations of environmental education for young children perpetuate antiblackness
through the workings of racialized childhood innocence discourses and practices
amidst ongoing anti-Black schooling experiences. We have also critically encoun-
tered some of the ways in which settler colonialism comes to matter in environ-
mental education for young children. Next we turn towards generating alternative
possibilities through imaginaries of what it might mean to create Black space in
environmental education for young children that resists both antiblackness and
settler colonialism.

Black space imaginaries in environmental education

There is a long history of environmental justice organizing in Black communities
(Bullard 1993; Copeny 2018; Ducre 2018). This includes activism in response to the
specific forms of environmental precarity that entangle ‘social class, ability, gender,
sexuality, race, ethnicity, colonization, globalization, and anthropocentrism’ (McKenzie
et al., 60). There is also a long history of resistance to deficit constructions of Black
childhoods. For example, civil rights activists enacted reclamations of Black childhood
innocence and put it to work towards civil rights causes (Bernstein 2011, 2017). In
addition, the exclusion of Black childhoods from belonging in nature spaces has been
challenged in children’s and young adult literature; though there remains a paucity of
books that engage with Black children’s relationships to outdoor places in complex and
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non-deficit ways (Nxumalo 2018; Nxumalo and Cedillo 2017). Drawing inspiration
from these and other multifarious forms of resistance to antiblackness, we want to
imagine what kinds of ethico-political orientations and materialized practices might be
needed to create Black space in environmental education for young children.

In conceptualizing Black space in education, kihana ross (forthcoming) offers
a consideration of Black space in education as what Christina Sharpe (2016) calls ‘wake
work’ (2016, 20), or ‘ways of seeing and imagining responses to terror in the varied and
various ways that our Black lives are lived under occupation; ways that attest to the
modalities of Black life lived in, as, under, and despite Black death’ (2016, 20). Black
space in education interrogates the ways Black students and educators enact educational
fugitivity through the social production of Black space in the margin; ross suggests Black
space in education manifests as search, as destination, as departure, as fugitivity, as the
margin, as underground, as outer space, as submarine:

If we conceptualize the Black educational experience as existing within the afterlife of
school segregation, where antiblackness precludes Black humanity and inherently positions
Black children as uneducable. . .if we acknowledge the egregiousness of antiblackness, and
the permanence of race demands a permanent move underground, underwater, (outer)
space what then might Black space in education look like? (Ross forthcoming).

Following this conceptualization, Black space becomes a mode of imagining Black
educational futurities that respond to the realities of settler colonialism and antiblack-
ness in the afterlife of school segregation. However, these imagined futures are also
situated within educational desire (Tuck 2010) that imagines otherwise possibilities for
Black life. Imagining scenarios that allow for the possibility of the production of Black
space in environmental education for young children, necessitates a reenvisioning of
the relationship between blackness and nature places and spaces. In order to facilitate
this reimagining, we locate ourselves in hooks’ (1990) margin, or a ‘location of radical
openness and possibility. . .which gives us a new location to articulate our sense of the
world’ (1990, 153). This marginal location facilitates our engagement with Black
educational futurities through a consideration of blackness beyond the past and pre-
sent – it allows us to nurture the political act of Black dreaming. In this instance, we
utilize speculative fiction methods (Benjamin 2016) to envision a world where Black
students and educators resist antiblackness, Black erasure, and settler colonialism in
environmental education and center the historical, contemporary, and futuristic Black
relationships to the environment. We join others who have turned to speculative
fictions to imagine more livable Black futures in relationship with the environment
(Benjamin 2016; Butler 1998; Frazier 2016; Streeby 2017).

Enacting an ethos of radical relationality

In previous work, we have theorized how speculative fiction can act to unsettle the coloniality
and anti-blackness of early childhood environmental education (see Nxumalo and Cedillo
2017; Nxumalo 2018). In this article wematerialize this proposition by crafting a short story in
the vein of Black speculative fiction. In crafting the story that follows, we are particularly
inspired by speculative approaches since they offer creative possibilities for movement away
from instrumentalist, already-known approaches to teaching and learning young children. In
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resonance with this ethos of creativity, we are not framing this story as a recipe to be followed;
instead, we want to trouble taken for granted structures of young Black children’s schooling
(Benjamin 2016). A key orientation of liberatory speculative fiction that we have found useful
for our speculative storytelling is an ethos of radical relationality that centers, affirms and
values Black life. Alongside others concerned with current conditions of life in the
Anthropocene, we suggest that radically different ways of relating to each other and to more-
than-human life are needed (Frasier 2016; TallBear 2013; Whyte forthcoming). Speculative
fiction creates openings for imagining what kinds of early childhood pedagogy might be
possible within an ethics of radical relationality. The modes of relating that we imagine,
include those that disrupt Cartesian Eurowestern understandings of what it means to be
humanwhile explicitly centering Black life. Frasier (2016), drawing fromOctavia Butler’s and
Wangechi Mutu’s fiction and artworks, eloquently describes this potential of speculative
fiction, as “lead[ing] us away from the limitations of traditional environmental studies while
offering transgressive visions that center black female subjectivity, challenge the (dis)connec-
tions between human and non-human entities, and initiate alternative notions of environ-
mental/ecological ethics (2016, 46). Given our previous discussions of how the elisions and
universalisms of the Anthropocene ignore racialized environmental injustice, attending to
relationality, disrupting nature/human binaries, while also attending to the specificities of
Black human life, feels necessary and urgent.

Telling situated science stories

Another important pedagogical commitment that shapes our story-telling that is con-
nected to an ethos of radical relationality, is thatWestern scientific ways of understanding
and relating to the more than human world are insufficient. Our reconfiguring of
environmental education for young children, instead imagines an attunement to the
liveliness of the more-than-human world. Environmental humanities scholar Anna Tsing
(2017), describes this as an engagement with the ‘concrete materiality of the world around
us [that includes] showing how these concrete engagements and particular stories can tell
us more than a generalized statement’ about the Anthropocene (n.p). Our interest is in
how specific Black place stories might intervene into the violent antiblack and settler
colonial hegemonies of the Anthropocene in non-anthropocentric and pedagogical ways.
Black speculative story-telling offers one entry point into these desired disruptions.

Affirming Black childhoods

A final pedagogical orientation for our story-telling emerges from our desire to refuse the
deficits and erasures that we discussed earlier in the paper in relation to the relationships
between Black children and the natural environment. Our imaginaries of Black space in
early childhood environmental education in the following story gestures towards educa-
tional places and spaces where Black childhoods are affirmed without a need for reliance on
the always already racialized trope of childhood innocence (Bernstein 2017; Farley and
Garlen 2016). In these imaginaries, Black childhoods are not defined by the enclosures of
antiblackness in schooling practices, and Black children’s interests and curiosities about
places, plants, and animals are listened to and nurtured. As modes of testifying to and
witnessing the survival of Black life amidst antiblackness, educators enact pedagogies that
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affirm Black land knowledges while not ignoring the structural violences of pastpresent
histories of both Indigenous and Black land dispossession (Nxumalo 2018). Importantly, in
these speculative reconfigurings, the environmental learning of Black children is not
premised on inclusion into Eurocentric developmental trajectories that are reliant on
locating deficits in individual Black children (Dumas and Nelson 2016). Here, Black
space manifests as both departure and refuge from the gratuitous violence of the afterlife
of school segregation, and brings forth possibilities for new resistant, anti-colonial and
affirmative worldings.

For the remainder of the paper, through this fictional narrative we engage with possi-
bilities that we see as responding to the critical perspectives provided in this paper thus far
by gesturing towards alternate futurities for Black childhoods in environmental education.

From antiblackness to Black space: on a journey (Nyawela3)

For most of her life, Nyawela hated her name. She hated all of the unnecessary syllables
and the way it sounded when everyone inevitably pronounced it wrong. Her mother
had chosen the name because of its meaning and because she was of that generation of
Black folks who liked to give their children African names to signify a connection to the
Motherland. When Nyawela would tell people to call her Ny, her mother would remind
her of the power in her name. ‘Your name means “on a journey”. Everything you learn
becomes a part of you – of that journey. Each time someone says your name they
remind you of the significance of your path. Don’t dim your light. Don’t diminish your
power. You are Nyawela – literally. Embrace it.’ Unfortunately, Ny had heard that
speech far too many times. Plus she liked the way ‘Ny’ was so to the point, strong,
straightforward, and not at all clumsy like her actual name.

Unlike her name, Ny had come to embrace her height. At 5ʹ 10”, she was tall for
a woman but she wore it like an embodied crown. Her regal stature was complimented
by her almond shaped onyx eyes and thick black lashes that curled up toward the sky.
Her midnight skin glistened like light dancing on water, and her full broad lips parted
effortlessly into a smile that would make the sun blush. She often wore her hair corn-
rowed in the front, allowing the bulk of her thick fro to reach freely around her head.

Since she could remember, Ny was a quasi-sharer in the Butler sense. Octavia Butler was
one of Ny’s favorite authors; she was a renowned science fiction writer who often wrote of
‘sharers,’ or people who for a variety of reasons would literally take on the experiences of
others. For example, if a person was shot in the vicinity of a sharer, the sharer would
experience that gun shot as if they were themselves shot – they may writhe on the floor in
pain or experience shortness of breath and so forth. Ny was never like this – she didn’t gasp
for air if she was near someone having trouble breathing, but she called herself a quasi-
sharer because she could feel people somehow. When she met someone, she read their
energy effortlessly. She could almost smell when people were lying, and she always sensed
the insecurities and despondency people tried to conceal with fake smiles and forced
laughter. Similarly, she recognized when she met folks who were so genuine they almost
glowed. And although she didn’t physically ‘feel’ what others experienced, she thought she
was probably as empathetic as one could be without being one of Butler’s sharers. She cried
often. She cried during romantic comedies or when she saw a commercial where someone
had conveyed believable joy. She cried when she watched homeless people dig through
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trashcans for food. She cried when she watched someone’s mother on the news, trying to
call for prayer after her son wasmurdered by police. Still, it wasn’t just humans she cried for
and with. She cried when she heard stories of animals living in abysmal conditions only to
be slaughtered for their flesh. She cried the first (and only) time she went horseback riding
because she could tell the horse wasmiserable with her on his back. Likewise she cried when
she saw images of odd animal friendships, like the duck and the dog who somehow made
each other the happiest beings on the block. It was emotion she reacted to – and she felt it
raw and unedited, from humans, from animals, and eventually, from the earth.

Oakland, 2017

Nyawela awoke abruptly to the frantic call of a flock of Black birds outside her window.
These great-tailed grackles, or devil birds as folks liked to call them, were known for their
loud mechanical call but it was 3AM and they usually waited until dusk to begin their
song. Plus their usual harmonious cacophony sounded like shrill screams. Something was
wrong. She jumped out of bed and opened her window. The hot air swooshed loudly
against her face. The trees shuddered uncomfortably. The sky contorted in a melancholic
frown as black clouds began to cover its face. Nyawela slammed her window shut and ran
outside. Blades of grass pricked her feet. She jumped onto the sidewalk as the ground
beneath her trembled in an agitated moan. She knelt down and closed her eyes. She
opened her hands and allowed the sweltering wind to coat her palms. Her eyes flung open
as she gasped, jumped up and ran back into her apartment.

Fire.
Nyawela searched her living room for the remote control. There must be something

on the news. How close was the fire? Should she evacuate? She tossed pillows off the
couch and frantically searched under the cushions. She moved her hand across the floor
just beneath the couch until she felt the coveted piece of plastic beneath her palm. She
quickly turned on the television and began flipping through the channels. Nothing. As
she watched the newscasters move through the mundane local stories in their usual
monotone cadence, a terrifying chill came over her. The earth was sharing its anger and
despair, its desperate exhaustion, and no one could hear its brewing scowl.

Nyawela slumped to the ground and squeezed her eyes shut. The earth’s roar grew
louder and pounded through her temples. She writhed on the floor until the noise
cresended and broke into a piercing ring. Fleeting images flooded her mind and slowly
morphed into focus. Entire towns were burning to the ground in parts of California.
She saw an older white woman shrieking for help running down the street with her dog
in her arms. She heard the shrills of families burning in their homes and she could feel
the sweat dripping from the faces of people trying to rummage through their things for
keepsakes before their lives went up in flames. She could also see the spirits of trees
hovering in the hills above. Human caused global warming led to a drought in
California that sparked the genocide of over 100 million trees. Those dead trees
watched somberly as their bodies provided ample wood for burning.

Flames hungrily consumed swaths of the earth when the water came. Nyawela could
feel the distant Texas clouds swelling, heavy, and aching. She watched in her mind as
they burst one by one like rapid gunfire. She watched as rivers poured from the sky and
left a muddy compilation of smashed homes, battered cars, and dead bodies. She saw
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the lucky people stranded on rooftops begging to be rescued or braving boats to sail
around what used to be streets and help their stranded neighbors. She witnessed scores
of Brown people on the brink of death because they were too afraid to seek help for fear
of deportation. She felt the water warm and gain strength as it moved south and east.
She saw gigantic waves rise from the ocean, gather speed and swallow islands in its
path. She watched as the water receded slightly in the blackest of nights, destroying
human feats like electricity and running water. She saw silhouettes of staggering people
stepping over bodies searching for signs of food. She shuddered as the earth trembled
nearby, crumbling buildings and burying those inside.

Human and animal flesh, trees and soil and insects, drowned and burned and buried
in unison.

Nyawela awoke on her living room floor, her head throbbing with a clamor of voices,
sounds or vibrations communicating various things to her. She opened her eyes and
blinked repeatedly until the familiar furnishings came into focus. She reached for
a couch pillow and propped it under her head. She realized her television was still on
and she desperately needed quiet. She grabbed the remote beside her and switched off
the power. Frustrated tears swelled in her eyes as she realized the noise remained. She
tried to understand – to make out words or feelings in what she was hearing but it felt
just out of her reach. As soon as she thought she heard something specific it was gone,
folded back into the endless buzz. She fought her dizziness and propped herself up. She
wasn’t sure she could stand but she knew somehow she needed to get out of her house.
She pulled herself up onto her couch and braced herself on its arm. She waited as things
came back into focus and made her way toward the door.

When she stepped outside, she felt a calm wash over her mind. She took a deep
breath and sighed loudly, thanking the air for relief. She looked around and spotted the
weeping willow in her yard; she walked over to it, sat down at its base and took refuge
against its trunk. She shuddered as the tree began communicating with her, showing
her various things it had experienced and seen. She scurried away from the tree as her
mind quieted again. She clenched her eyes closed tightly and opened them again. What
was happening to her? Was she still dreaming? She bit her lip and clenched her fists as
she walked back to the tree. She opened her palm and slowly moved it toward the
willow’s trunk until she felt the bark warm against her skin. A chill came over her as the
tree welcomed her back. It beckoned her to sit and she leaned against it and closed her
eyes. She learned about its evolution from seedling to its current towering, the numer-
ous insects, birds, and other organisms that lived in it. She learned about people who
had previously lived in her apartment and their conversations during BBQs on her
lawn. She saw Black Panther marches, kids playing jacks and jumping rope, and Black
women sitting on porches playing spades. She had forgotten that West Oakland used to
be a Black neighborhood and she mourned the comfort she felt in this vision.

Nyawela came to call these visions ‘journeys’ or ‘readings’ and shemarveled at how quickly
she grew into her new ability. In some ways it was a natural evolution of who she always
already was; it almost felt like she had unlocked another part of herself, deepening her
connection with and empathy for human and more than human others. She also came to
realize that her already heightened intuition had taken on a life of its own and sometimes she
saw or felt things before they actually happened. She hadn’t dreamt the fires, storms, and
earthquakes; in the coming weeks, she watched helplessly as headlines began to populate the
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news: ‘Hurricane Harvey: The devastation and what comes next’; ‘“Apocalyptic” devastation
in Puerto Rico, and little help in sight’; ‘Hurricane Irma roars across the Caribbean’; ‘Mexico
earthquake, strongest in a century, kills hundreds’; ‘Thousands more evacuated from
“unwieldy beast” of fierce blazes in California.’ It seemed fitting to Nyawela that the old
folks talked about this time period as the time when the earth spoke – the ‘talking’ as they
called it. The ‘talking’ reminded her of when hermotherwould give her a ‘talking to’when she
was a child. Humans had been ignoring the climate warnings for decades and those in power
seemed hell bent on destroying the planet. It seemed to her that a talking to from the earthwas
long overdue; the problem was that too often those who needed to hear the most used their
money and power and resources to ignore, and as protection from the earth’s wrath.

The [future] climate is (still) anti-black: the ongoing afterlife of school
segregation

Oakland, 2027

Somehow, when the earth spoke, it changed white folks. It was as if they suddenly
realized their whiteness didn’t mean anything if they weren’t alive to enjoy it. They had
gotten progressively bolder and more explicitly anti-Black since an openly bigoted white
supremacist was elected president, but nature’s terrifying display of strength really
pushed them over the edge. They got meaner and more explicit with their fear and
hate. So many Black folks were being murdered by police they stopped counting and
they certainly stopped prosecuting. They figured there was no need to waste time and
money pretending like justice would be served or that they thought this kind of dead
worth the production. Even the cases that were captured on video or on body cams
were simply ignored. Police operated with anti-Black impunity; these nouveau lynch-
ings happened everyday and that was that.

In schools too, things got even worse than they had been. Police were in all of the
schools. Black students were beaten, handcuffed, and carted off to jail like clockwork. In
classes, the miniscule portion of the curriculum that focused on Black folks was
removed from textbooks and students weren’t allowed to discuss the role of Black
people in the historical, contemporary or future U.S. Teachers refused to call on Black
students to answer questions, and called the school police on them for being “defiant” if
they spoke. This led to what became known as the 3rd great migration, or what was
referred to colloquially as the “third.” The first migration was of 1.5 million Black folks
from the south to the north between 1910 and 1940. The second followed the same
pattern between 1940 and 1950. And the third began in 2023 when Black folks en masse
decided to leave U.S. public schools. Parents would no longer risk their students being
disrespected, beaten, arrested, or killed in school just to receive a semblance of what
white folks called education.

Departure: Black educational fugitivity

After the third, folks began to organize what are now called cadres. Modeled after the
Black Panthers, people began to organize Black spaces for groups of students based on
the instructors’ forte and students’ areas of interest. Since no one really clung to the
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ideal of integration or genuine equality anymore, people sought to address the third
outside mainstream institutions. Even still, while most Black folks left the schools,
where they left to varied greatly. Many of those who were more well off financially
hired private teachers and decided to home school their children. The less financially
fortunate generally sent their kids to a cadre like the one Nyawela led. Given that they
were based on instructor strengths and student (or parent) interests, these cadres had
various themes and foci.

For example, there were Yoruba cadres where students focused heavily on spiritual
studies and learned other subjects through a Yoruba lens. Like the Yoruba cadres, there
were other spiritual cadres such as Santeria, Vodun, and Rastafarian ones. There were
cadres organized by fraternities and sororities, and trade school cadres that taught
carpentry or how to be an electrician. There were cadres focused on engineering – not
towards the goals of militarism and imperialism, not to technologically support occu-
pation, surveillance, and empire, but to decode systems of power. Nyawela’s cadre was
focused on revolutionizing relations with the more than human world.

Wild Seed: fugitive Black space in education

Nyawela’s cadre was called Wild Seed. Even before the third great migration, she had
always wanted to open her own school; naming the school Wild Seed was a nod to
Octavia Butler’s novel, Wild Seed, the story of an immortal Black woman healer and
shape shifter who resisted fear and fought with love. Her hope was that like Wild Seed,
when her students chose to leave the cadre, they would meet in the night and greet each
other like stars, drape their light across the sky, and follow the wind to where others
have planted, harvested, and continued on. She articulated these desires when she
introduced the cadre to new families:

‘Here at Wild Seed my goal for your children is to guide them in remembering who they
always already are. Clearly you have chosen fugitivity. You’ve left the schools because they
are anti everything we are – anti anything we may become. There are numerous ways to give
your children better once you’ve left. Here, we work through the environment. In learning
with nature, for example, your children will build on what they intuitively know about the
significance of their relationship to the more than human world. We will embark to
comprehend, on a visceral level, the depths of our people’s history with water, with animals
and other beings, and with the land. My hope is that when they graduate, they will recognize
themselves as Wild Seed, and scatter across the globe.’

When the weather permitted, they met at Mosswood Park. Although the climate had
deteriorated such that the trees no longer bore leaves and the grass had permanently
shriveled years ago, Nyawela still loved being there. She remembered the lush green of it
all – her toes curling around grass, the immense oak trees swaying sweetly as she
walked by. The turquoise sky dotted perfectly with the magnificent bright yellow sun,
the air giggling in a youthful tingle. She also liked the juxtaposition of soil and cement –
the proximity of concrete, cars, and corner stores. She wanted her students to under-
stand that environment didn’t just mean nature in the traditional sense; the ground on
which their homes stood was a necessary and worthwhile site of interrogation. She
wanted them to consider that there are stories everywhere – in all of these places and
inside each of them; for her, the goal of wild seed must be to know, understand, interact
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with, and cherish the world in all its various iterations, so she liked occupying both
spaces simultaneously.

Nyawela was busy reading one of the largest oaks in the park as her students began
to trickle in. She never ceased in being amazed at how many stories this tree had – how
much it had seen and heard in its lifetime. She was just beginning to learn about
a spring season a few decades ago when this oak was completely defoliated after a severe
California oakworm infestation. She found herself amused by how such small things
could have such an enormous impact when one of her students wrapped her arms
around Nyawela’s waist.

‘Ms. Nya! Where are we going today?’ asked Jamila. Her excitement only amplified
her cuteness. She was one of Nyawela’s favorite students. A 7-year-old little girl with
two perfectly round afro puffs and an infectious smile.

‘Mila! Today we’re going to Lake Anza. Last time I was there she told me a story
I want you all to hear.’

‘Want us to hear what?’ said Marcus.
‘Lake Anza has a story to tell us!’ said Jamila.
‘Bet’ said Malcolm as he put his fist out to meet Nyawela’s.
Nyawela met his fist with hers and then pulled him in for a playful squeeze. ‘Don’t

front like you too grown for a hug. You ain’t grown!’ she teased as she released him with
a soft shove.

One by one, all of Nyawela’s students arrived. She had 17 in total – a mix of genders,
between the ages of 7 and 10.

‘Let’s make our way’ said Nyawela as she herded the group toward the bus stop.
For most of the children, it was their first time to Lake Anza. As they were moving

through the line to enter, many questioned how anyone could charge another person to
visit a lake.

‘How you have to pay money to go to something natural though?’ said Trinity.
‘Right?! This country find a way to make money off everything!’ joked Malik.
Nyawela giggled inside as the children continued. She thought to herself how amazing it

was that she got to witness these kids’ brilliance everyday – how wonderful it was that their
parents were resisting schooling and giving their children a chance to shine.

Before they would journey with the water, Nyawela wanted to prep them with
a community circle. She asked some students to help her unfold the large quilt and
spread it over the sand. She told everyone to join her in a circle.

Nyawela glanced around the circle until she focused her eyes on Amara. ‘Ms. Bryant,
tell us something about water.’

‘Well’ Amara said with a smirk, ‘SOME people like to charge you to look at it.’
Boisterous laughter filled the air as Amara pursed her lips and tilted her head to the
side, congratulating herself on her joke.

‘True. True’ said Nyawela still chuckling. ‘Anything else?’
‘SOME people keep the good water for themselves and give bad water to people like us’

Amara said seriously this time. ‘Like in Flint.’
‘Like I said, it’s all about that skrilla scratch paper’ added Malik. ‘They knew those kids

would get sick but they didn’t care cuz those kids ain’t like they kids. Those kids is like us.’
Last week Nyawela had them read some water shipped from Flint together. While

she was always conscious to limit their time on journeys in age appropriate ways, she
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had let them see the sick children, the autistic children, the mothers and fathers who
literally had to pay the water bill for the brown liquid flowing from their pipes,
responsible for harming their children. At the same time, she showed them the loud
voices in protest, the demand for new pipes in every home, and the insistence that
somebody should be criminally charged for this crime against society’s throwaways.

‘But even though they were mean with water there, I mean like water is life though
right? Everything need water to survive. We say we need air to breathe but if we don’t
have water to drink, we won’t be alive to breathe no air no way!’ said Fatima. Fatima
remembered when Woounspe, a teacher from an Indigenous Lakota cadre, visited with
old soil from the Standing Rock Oceti Sakowin Camp, a coming together in solidarity of
numerous Indigenous tribes and their allies to stop the construction of the Dakota
Access Pipeline in 2016. He gathered his students with Nyawela’s and talked to them
about how the Dakota Access Pipeline was in violation of numerous Federal statutes
and threatened the protection of the Sioux tribes’ sacred spaces. He told them how
Indigenous peoples at the camp organized the Defenders of the Water School, which
brought together curriculum that included the Indigenous knowledges, histories of
Black and Indigenous dispossession, and place-based math and science learning. This
living curriculum-making also included bearing witness to and learning from the
actions of the water protectors how to be in good relation with more-than-human
others.4 Nyawela had held the old soil in her palms and mentally journeyed with their
students back to Standing Rock so they could experience what it meant for so many
tribes and allies to come together in resistance to fight for clean and healthy water for
the current and future generations.

‘Right!’ said Ebony. ‘Why would people want to hurt water when we ALL need water
or we die?’

‘But water can hurt too. Water drowned people in Katrina’ said Jamila.
‘It killed people during the talking too’ added Jamal.
‘Yes’ sighed Nyawela, ‘but what may have caused the water to behave this way? Where

did all these storms come from?’
Jamal looked around the room and cleared his throat. ‘That would be climate change

also known as global warming’ he said in an exaggerated posh English accent.
As everyone laughed Nyawela responded in an equally overstated English accent,

‘Yes Mr. Brown. Excellent observation! Class, can anyone elaborate on Mr. Brown’s quite
insightful addition to our discussion?’

‘Yep. So climate change – well really global warming is a part of climate change. We
know the climate change all the time. Getting hotter is one of those ways. When it get
hotter, things that didn’t used to happen could start to happen’ said Javid.

‘Excellent’ said Nyawela. ‘The earth is heating up and as a result, parts of the earth like
water, are responding to this new temperature with different behaviors. Anyone else want
to add anything?’

‘It’s our fault. It’s not just happening’ said Ebony. ‘Well maybe not our fault like us
here but humans. It’s humans’ fault.’

‘If it’s human beings’ fault, then why isn’t it our fault? We’re human’ said Nyawela.
‘Well it’s about what we do or don’t do. If we do things that make too much of the gas,

then it makes the earth too hot. If we don’t do what we need to do, well we prolly won’t be
here much longer. Some humans make waaaaaay more of the gas than others and it’s not
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fair cuz a lot of the humans that get hurt the worst is not the ones that make the most gas’
added Malik.

‘Ahhh’ said Nyawela. ‘So some humans may do things that cause more carbon dioxide
and other gasses to be released into the atmosphere. Then those gases absorb sunlight and
solar radiation. Now that radiation would have gone on into space but those pollutants –
the carbon and the gasses – trap the radiation and make the earth get too hot. Okay good.
We get what happens. Now Malik, you said it doesn’t happen to people equally, but let’s
get specific: Who does it happen to? Who are the folks worst off after the talking?
Remember what we learned about Boriqua or what they now call Puerto Rico, or
about Barbuda, and even Texas – ’

‘Black and Brown people’ said Malik.
‘Indigenous people’ said Trinity.
‘Poor people and people who live where rich white people don’t care about’ said Amara.
‘Yes,’ said Nyawela. Climate change doesn’t happen in a vacuum. Some people make

millions and billions of dollars polluting the world and they’re charging the rest of us our
lives! Now Malik mentioned what we need to do. What do we need to do?”

‘Stop making so much gas!’ said Ebony.
‘Boom!’ said Nyawela. ‘Exactly. At our next class we’re gonna talk about how we can

do just that. Today Lake Anza is going to tell us her own warming story. I want you to
have a sense of the process and how it affects the water and all of the species that live
there. Let’s change up and get in. Once you feel the water, you’re gonna want to swim. We
can swim for a while when we’re done.’

Nyawela led her students toward the water. ‘Let’s wait to hold hands until we’re in’
she said. There were other people at the lake and she didn’t want to draw unnecessary
attention to the group. But they would all have to hold hands in order for her ability to
work. Generally someone had to be touching her in order to read items with her but she
found that if all of her students held hands and kept the energy continuous, she could
journey with all of them at once.

When they got down to the shore, Nyawela shouted, ‘c’mon!’ before jumping into the
water.

Jamila poked her toe into the water. ‘Uh Uhn! Ms. Nya the water is cold! I thought
you said it warmed!’

Nyawela laughed. ‘It has. It doesn’t mean the water feels warm – it means its
temperature is higher than it used to be. This may feel cold to you but really hot for
some of the species that used to live here.’

Nyawela saw Jamila’s lips moving in response but she couldn’t quite make out what
she was saying. A chill came over her skin as the wind swooshed by her to say hello. She
watched her students playing around, threatening to throw each other into the water,
dipping their toes in and pulling them out quickly with a shrill because of the cold. ‘If
only they would jump in, they would warm up so quickly’, thought Nyawela. The water
vibrated warmth around her in welcome. Nyawela treaded water in a way that returned
the greeting. Her students began to come back into focus now; most of them were in the
water swimming and playing around but Jamila and Malik remained on the shore in
protest of the temperature.

‘Mila, Malik, come into the water now. I am ready. Your classmates are ready. The
lake has given us permission to come. Come.’
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‘It’s cooooold’ said Jamila
‘Ms. Nya. It’s good. You can tell me about it after. Imma just chill on this warm sand

right here’ said Malik.
‘How about I’m gonna count to three and if both your little butts aren’t in this water,

I will come put you in my way’ Nyawela said in a playfully stern tone. Both students
huffed and puffed until Nyawela began counting. ‘One. . .’

‘Okay okay!’ said Jamila. ‘C’mon Malik. Come with me.’
‘Fine,’ sighed Malik. ‘But if it don’t get warm quick – ’
‘Just get your little butt in this water right now’ snapped Nyawela. Malik and Jamila

ran into the water together, holding their noses and submerging their whole bodies to
get over the cold quickly.

‘Grab hands everyone’ said Nyawela. ‘The lake is waiting.’
Everyone found a hand to grab until the circle was complete. Nyawela sent a pulse

through her right hand and waited until she felt it reverberate through her left. They
were ready. She reminded the lake of the story she wanted her students to hear as a part
of her lesson on global warming and climate catastrophe as she liked to call it. Climate
change sounded so innocuous; she wanted her students to understand humans were
actively destroying the only known inhabitable planet. The lake welcomed all of
Nyawela’s students and previewed their journey for them. When she felt everyone
settle, she began.

First they saw a school of fish zig zagging around in a lively game. The students
could almost hear the fish laughing as they danced around the fresh crisp water. After
a time, the water felt sluggish and the fish’s movement began to slow. It felt to the
students like things were moving in slow motion and what sounded like laughter just
a few minutes ago, had turned into a baritone grumble. Nyawela didn’t want the
students to feel the fish die so she signaled through the water for the lake to move
on. The water remained warm and an ominous school of fish appeared, individual fish
darting out sporadically to capture smaller fish. Nyawela sent a pulse to her students to
remind them they were safe no matter how malicious these new fish felt. Suddenly they
were in a part of the lake that felt empty somehow – eerily vacant and hollow. The lake
communicated that because her upper layer was warmer, oxygen had a difficult time
getting into the water. What they were in was called a ‘dead zone’ – an area that could
no longer support life. She said that if the temperature of the water didn’t change, or got
worse, it was likely that toxic algae would develop and kill even more fish and other
organisms. Nyawela could feel the sorrow welling up in her students so she asked the
lake to cool the water and ease them out of the journey.

When all of her students had returned to the quilt, Nyawela let the silence hang in
the air for some time. It was always like this after a journey. Even though she shielded
the children from many of the stories she read, it was still sometimes difficult for them
to speak directly with their environment. She respected where the students were at, but
she was also immensely excited about all of the places they would take each other as
they grew ready. She made mental notes of things they said like when Jamila and Jamal
talked about water hurting. She wanted them to know of the times when water
protected their people. She wanted to take them to The Great Dismal Swamp to
teach them about how water and brush and thorns and mudholes protected enslaved
Africans and Indigenous peoples. She hated how the traditional schools had absented
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Black children from nature as if they weren’t intimately interconnected since the
beginning of things. Exploring through nature had somehow been reserved for ‘inno-
cent’ white children whose parents could afford to provide them with a ‘proper’
education. And when Black children were allowed to partake in ‘nature curriculum’ it
was framed as a way to rescue them from their culture of poverty and promised as
a GPA booster. Nyawela sucked her teeth in disgust. She took a deep breath and
exhaled in gratefulness for the migration – for parents finally figuring out that ‘they
schools’ would never be for us. She returned to the silence on the quilt and looked
around at each of her students.

‘I hear a drum speaking of a stream’ Nyawela began.
‘The path is crossing the stream’ Ebony continued.
‘The stream is crossing the path’ said Malik.
‘Which came first the drums ask’ said Malcolm.
‘The music is with the river’ said Jamila.
‘Yes my loves’ smiled Nyawela. ‘And where is this gorgeousness from?’
‘Swaziland’ said Javid. ‘Nikki Giovanni.’
‘Ooooh yaaaaas! My babies know what it is!’ shrieked Nyawela as they all laughed

together. Now that she had lifted the mood a bit, she walked over to her bag and
retrieved a stack of multicolored paper, a few packages of markers and colored pencils,
scissors, a couple of old Blu magazines, and some glue.

‘Have at it’ said Nyawela. ‘You can work in groups or on your own. You can work
sitting on your butts or standing on your heads – whatever position allows you to create
something. I want you to write your own poems or stories or freewrites or whatever you
want about our journey today. Then I want you to draw something that goes with what
you wrote. If you don’t feel like drawing, maybe there’s something in one of these
magazines that connects. If you’re not feeling that, maybe you want to make your body
into a shape while you share your thoughts with the group – do what you need to do’ said
Nyawela tilting her head downward and raising her eyebrow as she often did to incite
her students’ laughter.

‘But Ms. Nya’ said Malcolm. ‘Can we wait to do our poems? I want mine to be about
how we can resist the warming and we didn’t really talk about that yet.’

‘No honey’ said Nyawela. ‘There is no time to wait. Just because we haven’t formally
talked about resisting the warming we felt today doesn’t mean you don’t always already
know about resistance!’

Nyawela bent down and looked into Malcolm’s eyes. ‘Resistance is in here’ she
whispered as she pointed to Malcom’s heart. ‘And in here’ she said touching his forhead.
‘And in here’ she shouted as she gestured toward the group. She pulled Malcolm close
and hugged him tight. She held his shoulders as she pulled away and looked again into
his eyes. ‘We are wild seed. We got this. Right? Right?’ questioned Nyawela as she looked
around at all of her students.

‘Right!’ everyone shouted as they moved toward Nyawela for a messy group hug.
Malcolm cleared this throat and started to sing, ‘Ella Baker was a freedom fighter and

she taught us how to fight.’
Nyawela and the students responded, ‘Say what?!’
Malcolm contined, ‘We gon fight all day and night until we get it right.’
‘Say what?!’
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“What side are you on my people, what side are you on?
‘We on the freedom side!’
‘What side are you on my people what side are you on?’
‘We on the people’s side!’

Closing gestures

In this paper, we have experimented with possibilities for making visible and interrupt-
ing persistent anti-Black and settler colonial formations of environmental education for
young children in North American contexts. We have imagined a future where envir-
onmental pedagogies for young Black children do not ignore ecological challenges,
including their underlying anti-Black and settler colonial formations. In these imagined
Black fugitive futures, racial innocence is disrupted. Play, embodied encounters with the
outdoors, humor, activism, environmental science, environmental racism, history, Black
and Indigenous geographies, and more, are all necessary parts of Black space in
environmental education for young children. However, the anthropocentrism of nor-
mative human-centered pedagogies is also resolutely refused – as embodied by the
teacher and children learning to witness, listen to and respond to the non-human
world – even amidst ongoing environmental damage. Importantly, re-imagined peda-
gogies include modes of witnessing the ways in which Black communities have actively
resisted anti-Black formations, such as water poisoned environments, despite the
geographical containments that structure the after-life of slavery (Hartman 2007). We
acknowledge that these futures might seem unattainable and dislocated from the
current contexts of the extreme regulation and surveillance of young Black children
beginning in their earliest years of schooling. However perhaps we might think of such
imaginaries as necessary aspects of the experiments in living otherwise that are needed
to radically refigure Black life within the brutal enclosures of current anti-Black
formations. As Benjamin (2016), reminds us, ‘the facts, alone, will not save us. . .we
are drowning in “the facts” of inequality and injustice’ (2016, 2). We need to begin to
imagine new kinds of pedagogies in response to young Black children’s uneven inher-
itances of increasingly uncertain ecological futures.

Notes

1. In Flint Michigan the combined effects of a decaying water pipe infrastructure, the switch
to a lead-polluted Flint River as the primary water source, and ongoing racial capitalist
neglect, have led to the poisoning of thousands of predominantly Black children – born
and unborn (Pulido 2016).

2. Beginning in April 2016, led by Standing Rock Sioux Tribal members, thousands gathered
in resistance to the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) which would traverse the lands and
waters of the Dakota and Lakota peoples of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. What became
known as the #NoDAPL movement, persisted and gained momentum despite tactics such
as tear gas and water spray in freezing conditions by law enforcement and private security.
Despite the closure of the camp and the beginning of construction of DAPL, there are
many Indigenous-led movements against environmentally damaging extractivism
throughout North America (Whyte 2017).

3. Nyawela is a Shulla (Sudanese) word meaning ‘on a journey.’
4. Adapted from Grande (2017).
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